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Facebook Accelerator Overview

Objective: Help local news media organizations accelerate digital 
subscriptions

Details
○ 12-week program with 3 in-person sessions, 10 webinars, weekly 

coaching calls

○ Program speakers from NYT, WSJ, TRONC, Facebook, etc.

○ 15 local news participants including Boston, Dallas, Seattle, TRONC 
(Chicago Tribune), Hearst (SF Chronicle), DFM (Denver), etc.

○ Facebook and Lenfest sponsoring $200k grant for an initiative 
focused on subscription acquisition.
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Mid-funnel opportunity: Registration

TOP: Brand 
awareness/affinity

MIDDLE: Moving occasional 
readers into habitual readers

BOTTOM: Convert to 
subscribers and retain
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Facebook Grant Project
1) Login
Make it easier for users to register, stay logged in

2) Prospect journey 
Clearer value prop for registration. Consistent UX through user journey.

3) Data sync
Improve links between disparate customer data systems
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Pushing past the plateau
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Biggest factors in our turnaround

• Digital segmentation 
Understanding reader behavior and propensity to purchase

• Targeted funnel approach
Messaging strategy and conversion goals matched to segment

• Data-driven test and learn culture
Channel, offer, messaging, UX, etc.
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Digital segmentation
Engagement predicts conversion

Formers

7X more likely to subscribe

20X more likely to subscribe

30X+ more likely to subscribe

Non-readers

Semi-loyal readers

Loyal readers

Registered users

Subscribers

Former
Subscribers
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Targeted funnel marketing

Formers

Find new audiences

Casual readers à loyal readers

Convert to registered user

Convert to paid subscriber

Engage to retain
Manage life cycle

Winback

Non-readers

Semi-loyal readers

Loyal readers

Registered users

Subscribers

Former
Subscribers
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Targeted funnel marketing
Audience
üTop funnel:

Lookalike audience (exclude visitors to your site last 60 days)

üMid funnel:
5+ page views last 60 days (exclude known users)

üBottom funnel:
Highly engaged, known users

üRetention:
Unengaged or high risk segments
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Targeted funnel marketing
Objectives
üTop funnel:

Optimize for (targeted) reach

üMid funnel:
Optimize for direct relationship (app, newsletter, login) 

üBottom funnel:
Optimize for purchase 

üRetention:
Optimize for engagement
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Targeted funnel marketing
Budget
üTop funnel:

Based on market penetration (we spend less than 5%)

üMid funnel:
CPA based on conversion rate from opt-in to purchase
We target $8 CPA for free trial, spend about 40% here

üBottom funnel:
CPA based on customer lifetime value (we spend 40% here) 

üRetention:
Total spend / attributed retention < sub revenue over period
We spend about 10-15% here
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Sponsored content
Affordably reach a targeted audience at scale
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Sponsored content
Great stories are 2 parts clicky and 1 part sticky

ü CTR is the strongest single predictor of a story’s 
performance

ü CTR of 5% or more is common among most top performing 
stories

ü Content stickiness also predicts performance, but less so

üArticle index reports can be useful to help find the right 
stories
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Article indexing
Tag, segment, attribute, report and learn
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Time to play clicky or sticky!
Which post had a high CTR and which had a lower CTR but higher conversion?
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Test and learn
Not all tests are equal. Focus on big impact tests.

üOpt-in: 
One of the biggest drivers of engagement and purchase 

üSubscription offer: 
Price / value equation is biggest roadblock to conversion

üMeter / paywall rules:
# users hitting the paywall is #1 KPI for digital subs business
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Test and learn
Opt-in 
ü Small changes in UX can have big impact on conversion
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Test and learn
Offer
ü Impact of offer on acquisition > impact on retention
ü 2 year retention roughly equal across all offers

2.5X more sales 5X more sales
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Test and learn
Meter / paywall rules  
ü Less transparency around meter rules opens up testing possibilities 


